Here, we leverage two large-scale in vivo structural neuroimaging datasets to provide the first high-resolution anatomical atlas of areal scaling across the human brain. We discover topographically complex patterns of non-linear areal scaling across the human cortex, which give rise to systematic differences in the organization of cortical anatomy in smaller vs. larger brained individuals. We then use integrative analysis across diverse in vivo and post mortem assays to show that these interregional differences in cortical scaling are aligned with inter-regional differences in:
cortical expansion during evolution and development (2) , functional connectivity (7), gene expression (8) , and resource consumption (9) . Finally, by extending our analysis beyond the cortex, we reveal analogous patterns of non-linear scaling in the human subcortex, which lead to the highly-coordinated remodeling of subcortical shape as a Table S1B , Fig S1B, (11) ). In both datasets, we first used well-validated tools for automated shape analysis from sMRI to measure local surface area at a total of ~80k points across the cortical sheet (10) . To generate a reference map of areal scaling in the cortex, we adapted an analytic method for the study of scaling initially proposed by Galileo Galilei (12) and since refined in phylogenetic research (13) . Thus, we modelled inter-individual differences in the surface area of each cortical vertex as a function of inter-individual differences in total cortical surface area within a log-log regression framework. The slopes of these regressions quantified the scaling relationship between area at each vertex and total cortical surface area, such that a scaling coefficient of 1 at every vertex would represent the null hypothesis that areal patterning of the cortical sheet is stable across differences in cortical size (i.e. no changes in proportional vertex areas with cortical size). In this framework, scaling coefficients greater than 1 represent supra-linear or "positive scaling" (i.e. vertex area becomes disproportionately large with increasing cortical size), while coefficients less than 1 represent sub-linear or "negative scaling" (i.e. vertex area becomes disproportionately small with increasing cortical size).
These log-log regressions were implemented within semiparametric regression models that simultaneously accounted for both linear and nonlinear age and sex effects on surface area at each vertex (Methods , Table S2 , (14) ).
Analyses in the discovery NIH sample revealed that scaling relationships between local surface area and total surface area vary widely across the human cortex, and result in a differential patterning of the cortical mantle whereby certain regions become relatively larger with increasing cortical size (e.g. medial prefrontal) and other regions become relatively smaller (e.g. primary visual) (Fig 1A) . These spatial gradients in areal scaling show (i) strong bilateral symmetry, (ii) stability between ages 5 and 25 years, and (iii) equivalence in males and females (Methods). Next, by testing for a statistically-significant deviation of the scaling coefficient at each vertex from 1 (i.e. the null hypothesis of linear scaling), and then correcting for multiple comparisons (Methods), we defined two distributed cortical domains that display statisticallysignificant deviations from linear scaling (i.e. regions of "positive scaling" and "negative scaling"), and are therefore robustly re-shaped as a function of inter-individual differences in total cortical size (Fig 1B) . Our findings in the NIH sample were highly reproducible in the independent PNC replication dataset -both at the level of continuous scaling gradients (Fig 1C) , and domains of statistically significant non-linear scaling that survive correction for multiple comparisons (Fig 1D) . We were able to quantify the statistical significance of this visible agreement between NIH and PNC scaling maps using a novel surface-based permutation method (15) We hypothesized that such a highly-conserved pattern of differential growth investment between domains of positive vs. negative cortical scaling should show some relationship with the functional topography of the cortical sheet (16) . To test this hypothesis, we directly co-registered the categorical NIH cortical scaling map (Fig 1B) with a canonical parcellation of the cortical sheet into 7 large-scale functional networks defined by patterns of resting-state functional connectivity (Fig 1F) (4), and tested each network for spatial correspondence with cortical domains of relative areal expansion or contraction. Spatial permutation testing identified three resting-state networks that showed a statistically-significant spatial association with cortical scaling: (i) the "default mode" network (DMN, p < 0.001, enriched for domains of positive scaling), (ii) the dorsal attentional network (DAN, p < 0.001, enriched for positive scaling), and (iii) the visual network (p < 0.001, enriched for negative scaling (Methods). The DMN and DAN are two canonical distributed associative systems (17) (18) (19) (20) that display a preferential involvement in highly-abstracted functions spanning social cognition, prospection, memory, valuation, moral decision making and executive control (21, 22) . These functional specializations are thought to be supported by a conspicuously large number of costly long-range connections (23, 24) with other brain networks (25) , which endow the DMN and DAN with a special capacity to integrate information across multiple subnetworks in the brain (26) . In contrast, the visual network --which scales sub-linearly in size with the cortical sheet --is known to be relatively isolated in terms of its connectivity with other brain networks (27) . Thus, size-dependent shifts in areal organization of the human cortex are partly aligned with the modular organization of functional connectivity between cortical regions, such that increasing brain size is accompanied by a redistribution of surface area from lower-order sensory cortices to integrative associative systems.
We next sought to probe molecular signatures that might be associated with the regionally-specific investments in cortical growth identified by our scaling analyses. To achieve this objective, we aligned the categorical NIH cortical scaling map with a publically available atlas of gene expression from six adult human brains (Allen Institute for Brain Sciences, AIBS, (8)), and ranked ~16k genes detailed within the AIBS atlas by their differential expression between cortical regions of significant positive vs. negative scaling (Fig 2A, Methods) . Gene ontology (GO) enrichment analyses of this ranked gene list (Methods, (28)) revealed that high-ranking genes (i.e. those with greater expression in regions of positive vs. negative scaling) were significantly associated with:
specific cellular components -mitochondrion and the post-synaptic membrane; and specific cellular processes -respiratory electron transport chain assembly/function and K+ channel activity (Fig 2B, Table S3A-C) . The upregulation of energetic pathways in cortical domains with positive scaling was robustly replicated using an independent bioinformatics approach (29) Collectively, these analyses of areal scaling and its correlates advance our understanding of cortical organization in a number of key directions. First, we establish that the relative expansion of associative vs. sensorimotor cortices with increasing cortical size is not limited to primate evolution and development (2, 4) , but is also seen along the third major axis of brain size variation -inter-individual differences in size within a species. The consistent emergence of this scaling map strongly suggests that a shared mechanism is operating to link regional and global cortical surface areas in three very different contexts: inter-species size variation across evolutionary time-frames, intra-specific size variation across developmental time, and intra-specific size variation across individuals. We reason that this shared mechanism must involve at least one of two processes: (i) the laying down of regional differences in cortical cell count and/or cell size during prenatal corticogenesis (32, 33) , and (ii) the subsequent emergence of regional differences in cellular morphology and/or neuropil composition (34, 35 (Fig 2) . The tight conservation of this scaling map across phylogenetic (2, 4) , ontogenic (2, 37) and inter-individual (current report) forms of brain size variation further suggests that disproportionate expansion of prefrontal, medial parietal and lateral parieto-temporal cortices is a fundamental and adaptive organizational feature of larger vs. smaller cortices. A candidate functional basis for this recurrent organizational motif is provided by our observation that domains of positive areal scaling tend to encompass the DMN and DAN. These brain networks are topologically specialized for the integration of information across multiple lower-order brain regions from numerous long range connections (17) (18) (19) (20) . We speculate that the positive areal scaling of DMN and DAN cortices may reflect or facilitate (38, 39) the computational requirements associated with their specialized integrative role in the brain. More specifically, computational complexity theory predicts that many integrative algorithms will experience supra-linear increases in computational load with a linear increase in the size of its inputs (40), and we observe a supra-linear increase in the physical size of integrative cortices (DMN and DAN) given a linear increase in the size of those input cortices that they integrate information across (e.g. sensorimotor systems).
The highly organized and conserved remodeling of cortical structures as a function of inter-individual differences in brain size suggests that a similar phenomenon may operate for subcortical systems with which the cortex is densely inter-connected (41) . As a first step towards addressing this question, and determining if the cortex is distinctive in the complexity of its size-dependent reorganization, we generalized our analytic approach (Methods) to each of five different subcortical structures: thalamus, pallidum, striatum, amygdala, and hippocampus. Specifically, for each structure, we estimated how the surface area of individual structure vertices scales with total structure surface area. For each of the subcortical structure examined, we identified topographically complex scaling patterns that were bilaterally symmetric, and broadly organized along medio-lateral and rostro-caudal gradients. Further echoing our cortical observations, patterns of non-linear areal scaling across the surface of each subcortical structure were stable across the age-ranges examined, equivalent between males and females, and highly reproducible across the NIH and PNC cohorts (Fig 3) . Testing for statistically-significant deviation of scaling coefficients from 1, and correcting for multiple comparisons, defined distributed facets of each structure showing robust changes in relative surface area as a function of total structure size (Fig 3 B,D) . (12) that is ripe for revival in modern neuroscience. showing that the observed inter-species areal expansion score in human positive scaling regions is significantly elevated relative to a null distribution generated by onethousand spatial permutations of the NIH categorical scaling map. F) An independentlypublished map of resting state functional connectivity networks in the human brain (7), with a bar plot illustrating the significant non-random overlap between 3 resting-state networks (each p < 0.001). and regions of negative vs. positive scaling in the NIH sample. 
